
Application Form

- Inclusive Local Governance
Programme in the MENA region
« INLOG »

Personal Information:

Full Name:

2. Date of Birth:

3. Gender:

4. Contact Information: E-mail

Phone Number

5. Nationality:

6. Country of Residence:
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Choose one of the following

Woman

Man



7. Do you require any specific accommodations or assistance? If yes what is it?

8. Langue: Reading / Understanding Arabic

9. Langue: Reading / Understanding French

1 O. 

Professional Background

11. Current Organization/Institution you are working with:
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Choose one of the following

� Fair

�Good

� Excellent

Langue: Reading / Understanding English

Choose one of the following

� Fair

�Good

� Excellent

Choose one of the following

� Fair

�Good

� Excellent

Mohamed Rachid Esseghir
Texte surligné 
without "s"



12. Organizations’ category:

13. Position/Role:

14. Organisations’ contacts: phone, email, web site

15. Briefly describe your current role and responsibilities:

16. Which geographic area does your organization operate in?

17. How many years of experience do you have in relation to local governance and    
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Regional administration

Central administration

Civil Society Organizations (CSO)  

Local Government Associations (LGA) 

Private

Administration locale

 Local administration

Other:

decentralization processes?

Mohamed Rachid Esseghir
Commentaire sur le texte 
Capital "T"

Mohamed Rachid Esseghir
Commentaire sur le texte 
Capital "E"

Mohamed Rachid Esseghir
Commentaire sur le texte 
Capital"S"



Motivation and Commitment

Attach a word-document of maximum 1 page answering the following 
questions: 

• Why are you interested in participating in this capacity building program?

• What do you hope to achieve by participating in the capacity building 
program? Relate your motivation to the specific tasks you work on 
professionally.

• Describe any previous experience or involvement in projects related to local 
governance, decentralization, or similar fields.

Influence and Leadership 

Attach a word-document of maximum 0,5 page answering the following 
questions:

• How do you assess your level of influence within your organization or community 
in terms of leading change? (Low/Medium/High)

• Provide an example of a led a project or initiative. What was the outcome?
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Capacity for Change

Attach a word-document of maximum 1,5 page answering the following 
questions:

• In your opinion, what are the key challenges and opportunities for enhancing 

local governance and decentralization in your country? Focus on the 

challenges that you can (through your current role) work on to initiate 

changes. 

• Describe the desired outcome for the presented challenges and what you 

think is needed to address them?

• How do you plan (in your current position) to apply the knowledge and skills 

acquired from this capacity building program?



Formulaire de candidature - Programme de Gouvernance Locale Inclusive dans la région MENA« INLOG » 

Selected area to focus on during the programme

18. The participant shall specify an area to focus on during the programme within 

track A “Local Government Revenue and Local Finances” or track B “Local 

Sustainable Development and Recovery”, both which are presented in the 

programme information (see the Information Brochure). Which area are you most 

interested in? 

Choose one of the following

(=:) Local Government Revenue and Local Finances

(=:) Local Sustainable Development and Recovery
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19. Motivate why you are most interested in the selected area and how it connects to the 

presented challenges in the section above (section "Capacity for Change").



Additional Information

20. Your organisation’s support and approval: Please attach a recommendation letter

supporting your participation in this programme and signed by your
organization’s Board of Directors/ Council/ HR Department/ Direct Supervisor
with contact details such as email and phone number

(applicable when possible).

21. Are there any other details you would like to share to support your application?

On-line connectivity

22. Do you have a stable internet connection at your home or in your work-place?

Choose one of the following

(=:)Yes

(=:) No 

(=:) I don’t have a stable internet connections in my house nor at my work but I do 

have access to stable internet connection    
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23. Do you have the ability to impart this program on line and assist seminars and workshops

trough the computer?

Choose one of the following

C)Yes

C)No

24. Are you familiar with working on-line with teams and other colleagues?

Choose one of the following

C)Yes

C)No

Declaration

I hereby declare that the information provided is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

25. Name and Signature:

26. Date:

Exempel: 7 januari, 2024 
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